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What's New in the Dave 039;s Telnet?
• • * Dave's Telnet (remote) (C) 2007 Martin Gappinger, * Dave's Telnet (portable) (C) 2007 Martin Gappinger, [ Download ] [ Screenshot ]
1.0.0.0 Feb 13, 2007 * In my opinion the remote version is much more usefull in this version the portable version can be used for a wider range of
applications. * Added menu to help users configure settings as it becomes more useful the more the program is used, mainly for the portable
version. * Added a command line textbox for more versatility. 0.6.1.0 Jan 30, 2007 * Corrected a bug in the copy command. * Shortcut keys to add
to the list of shortcuts for remote users. * Added the ability to edit the map of remote machines. * Added the ability to restart the computer on exit.
* Added a bug report function. 0.4.2.0 Jan 5, 2007 * Added a 'copy' command. * Added a 'quit' command. * Added a'map' command. * Corrected
some bugs in the remote version. * Corrected a bug in the portable version. * Corrected a bug in the command line version. 0.4.0.0 Dec 11, 2006 *
Portable version. * Corrected a bug in the portable version. 0.3.5.0 Dec 2, 2006 * Updated the Portable version. 0.3.4.0 Sep 23, 2006 * No major
changes. * Added the ability to start or stop logging. 0.3.0.0 Sep 15, 2006 * Initial release. * In the interest of keeping the application free, an
additional version (porting) is available to users who own a licensed copy of the Dave's Telnet Program (due to the fact that the keys on the remote
version are not allowed). License: Portable Version If you have purchased a license to the Dave's Telnet program, you are entitled to the portable
version at no cost. You can find the portable version at: Portable Version The portable version is a self-contained package that allows you to simply
copy and paste the executable file on any USB flash drive or other portable device, connect to the remote host, start the remote application and then
disconnect from the remote host. It has no registry
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System Requirements For Dave 039;s Telnet:
Windows 7 or later, Mac OS 10.7 or later Minimum system requirements of 6 GB of RAM for the Windows version and 10 GB of free disk space
for the Mac OS version. A USB storage device (flash drive or external hard drive) of at least 6 GB capacity. (USB flash drives of 2 GB capacity or
smaller may be used with Windows but not with the Mac version.) Internet access. Desired resolution: 1280 x 1024 at 60 Hz or higher. Display
type: compatible with a typical HDTV with 1920
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